Unipart Rail – serving the
world’s railways
Unipart Rail brings a unique range of solutions to
the rail industry – solutions which are designed to
give the maximum benefit to our partners.
From a complete supply chain management service to ‘stand alone’
product supply packages, Unipart Rail is able to tailor engineered
solutions and consultancy services to meet the needs of a wide
range of customers and environments.

Unipart Rail – for
exciting career
development
opportunities

Become part of
our future

Our customers have significant challenges in balancing safety,
operational efficiency and cost to deliver world-class services
to the train and freight operators. We help them achieve this by
working collaboratively to drive efficiencies within their businesses.
Whether operating in infrastructure design, build or maintenance,
or in traction and rolling stock build and maintenance, our services
deliver cost, time and environmental savings.

We have a great track record of employing and
developing apprentices and graduates in all parts
of our business. We are able to provide varied and
interesting career development for all our recruits
in a wide range of disciplines such as Engineering,
Logistics, Supply Chain Procurement, Commercial,
Finance and general Business Management.

- E xcellent career prospects

Our apprentices and graduates join established Training and
Mentoring programmes that provide a broad insight to all
aspects of our business. Working on a variety of projects
together with our expert and experienced staff, graduates
are able to develop their own skills and knowledge whilst
contributing to providing solutions that continuously improve
the Company.

- Opportunities in Engineering,
Logistics, Supply Chain
Procurement, Commercial,
Finance and general Business
Management

With locations in Doncaster, Crewe and York in the UK and
international operations in other parts of the world, Unipart
Rail offer all employees the opportunity to travel to carry out
research, procurement and commercial activities.
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- Established training and
mentoring programmes
- Unique employee engagement
philosophy

- High level of CSR commitment
with extensive community
activities
Unipart Rail
Jupiter Building, First Point, Balby Carr Bank, Doncaster DN4 5JQ
Tel: +44 (0) 1302 731400 Fax: +44 (0) 1302 731401

- UK and international travel
potential
SERVING THE WORLD’S RAILWAYS
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Unipart Group voted best
in class by graduates
Unipart Rail are part of the Unipart Group of
Companies, which was voted the Best in Class for
graduates to work for in the transport, logistics and
distribution sector by graduates providing reviews
on TheJobCrowd site in early 2014.
TheJobCrowd is a graduate
recruitment
site
often
described as the ‘TripAdvisor’
for jobs. It hosts thousands
of reviews, all written by
graduate employees.
Graduates wrote that Unipart Group has a “culture, respect,
openness and can-do approach to everything” and that their
employer “takes huge pride in their graduates” and that “getting
such a large amount of responsibility, and being put outside of
my comfort zone at such an early stage has been brilliant for
my development”.
The combination of early and significant responsibility and topclass training and support also translated into excellent ratings for
Career Progression.

“Unipart have consistently been well rated by their graduates
across the last 4 years of publishing the top companies rankings
so it is great to see them coming out top this year. All of the
companies in the rankings are actually the best places for
graduates to work – not just those companies who have the most
recognised employer brands.
Students sometimes only look at particularly well-known brands or
particular industries when applying for jobs, but it’s the companies
like Unipart who are best rated by their graduates, where they will
have the best experiences”.
Keren Mitchell. Managing Director of TheJobCrowd
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Part of a £800m group
with thousands of
employees
The Unipart Group employs thousands of
personnel worldwide and has an annual turnover of
more than £800m. It is a leading UK manufacturer,
full service logistics provider and consultant in
operational excellence.
Operating across a range of market sectors, including
automotive, leisure, manufacturing, mobile telecoms, rail, retail
and technology, Unipart offers a breadth of services from third
party logistics to expert consultancy.
All Unipart sites operate according to the Group’s proprietary
version of Lean known as The Unipart Way. This is a philosophy
of working underpinned by tools and techniques that
inspires efficiency, flexibility and outstanding customer service in
any process.
The company, which is based in Oxford in the UK, has a growing
number of international sites supporting a wide range of blue chip
clients such as Vodafone, Sky, Sainsburys, Homebase and Volvo.

CSR
award winners
Unipart Group is proud to
have
been
recognised
with
a five star rating in the 2016
Business in the Community
Corporate Responsibility Index the UK’s leading benchmark for
responsible businesses.
We also received a record breaking number of accolades in the
2016 British Safety Council Sword and Globe of Honour awards.
The company achieved 10 Swords of Honour awards, which is the
pinnacle of achievement in the world of health and safety management.
This continued recognition for our company’s effort and
performance in the area of Corporate Responsibility reaffirms our
belief that the principles on which we founded our business - the
Unipart Value Set – have endured in a constantly changing world
and are as relevant today as they were when they were launched
in 1987.
In removing waste from every aspect of our business and our supply
chains, we continue to conserve scarce environmental resources.
We used creativity before capital to solve problems and address
issues, finding solutions that are low cost in terms of energy
resources as well as in terms of cash.
By engaging with our local communities we can help to improve the
employability and life prospects of those living within the community
and develop local economies as well as positively impacting the
well-being of our employees and their families.

Interested?
Contact our HR team to discuss the exciting opportunities that
we have available for apprentices and graduates at Unipart Rail at
recruitment@unipartrail.com
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